
SIRA

Inspired by ballet dancing, the designer take the elegant shape and lines into Sira collection.

 Sira is a modular sofa set that can be assembled into different configurations and can be 

available in various color options. Thick upholstery and cushions make Sira with more comfort 

and coziness. With quick dry foam covered by textilene material being served as the back rests, 

it has balanced the principles between long-lasting usage and softness. Natural wooden teak 

elements assembled at the end of the lounges serve as side tables to hold lighting accessories 

and etc..
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Natural wooden teak elements assembled at the end of the 

lounges serve as side tables to hold lighting accessories and 

etc..
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It is a comfortable sofa allows you to spend many hours relaxing, and good lavish and 

attractive furniture makes your house and garden more attractive.
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Sira is a modular sofa set that can be assembled into different configurations and can be 

available in various color options. 
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306820

306830 306840

306810

306860 306870

Size：2195x875x730(760)mm

306853

Left  Sun Lounge

Size：2195x875x730(760)mm

306854

Right Sun Lounge

Size：767x767x260mm

306861

Coffee Table

Size：770x2255x730mm

306846

Right Corner Three-Seater Sofa

Size：770x600x730mm

306808

Middle Sofa

Size：770x1655x730mmSize：770x1380x730mm

306829

Right Corner Sofa

306827

Left Corner Sofa

Outdoor Furniture Collection Sira Combinations 

Sira Sira

Size：770x1475x730mm

306831

Left Corner Sofa

Size：770x1475x730mm

306832

Right Corner Sofa

306880 306890

Size：1000x800x260mm

306881

Coffee Table

Size：1000x7000x260mm

306885

Coffee Table
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